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centralized.Q: Create dataframe programmatically from JSON in Spark What I am trying to do is to collect millions of documents of size 100 (1MB) and create an RDD from that data.
With RDD, then I am running spark-submit script and getting the data into HDFS. Now, what I am trying to do is collect such thousands of data into dataframe. For example, my JSON

structure is like this: { "Id": "1", "Name": "abc", "Id": "2", "Name": "xyz", ..... "Id": "99900", "Name": "xyz", } Now I have to collect this data and create a dataframe from it using sql code.
I am new to Spark and trying to understand the API. Please help. A: There are three ways I can think of to accomplish this: Use a standard Spark SQL query to assemble the data into a

dataframe. This will be the most efficient if you have access to a fully updated schema of your database. This is not hard to do with spark-sql. Use a Streaming pipeline to asynchronously
collect the data and assemble it into a dataframe as the data comes in Create a custom UDF that takes the raw input data as a string, parses it into key-value pairs, and then creates a

row/dataframe based on the key-value pair. Option #3 is probably most similar to your situation. If you have access to a schema of your input, then this schema should be stored along with
your input in HDFS, not just in 3da54e8ca3
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